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The uncanny valley



Polar Express move over
It’s a DNN gone wrong



The uncanny valley

•Theorised by Masahiro Mori (1970, Energy)

•Non-linear relationship between humanlikeness and likability, resulting in eeriness, fear, unease, negative 
reactions

•Also mentioned by Freud (1919) and Jentsch (1906)

Picture by Bernd Schifferdecker

https://spectrum.ieee.org/automaton/robotics/humanoids/the-uncanny-valley
https://web.mit.edu/allanmc/www/freud1.pdf
http://www.art3idea.psu.edu/locus/Jentsch_uncanny.pdf


Where we left off
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Mathur MB & Rechling DB (2016). Navigating a social world with robot partners: A 

quantitative cartography of the Uncanny Valley. Cognition, 146, 22-32.
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Exp 1 – Stimuli and Aims

80 faces selected based on 
8 inclusion criteria and 4 
exclusion criteria

assess human and mechanical 
properties per robot

check unidimensional property of (1) 

measure valence and magnitude of 
emotion per robot
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Experiment 1B - Results

1. 3rd degree model; converging with Mori’s UV
2. While emotion à likeability, no effect of emotion of fit

•S02E08: article | slides

•Some behavioural evidence for UV

•But what about neural mechanisms?

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571f5e0660b5e9b8e9efc7b9/t/59e8712a64b05f0af80ab3dc/1508405554810/Meeting8_Mathuretal2016.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/571f5e0660b5e9b8e9efc7b9/t/59e8716df43b556a53dd2638/1508405637945/Meeting8_Slides.pdf


Aims of the study
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•Does a linear-to-nonlinear transformation 
underlie the uncanny valley? 

Linear: humanlikeness
Nonlinear: likeability

•What is the role of ‘social’ brain regions (e.g. TPJ, DMPFC, VMPFC)

Three questions:

is there a neural ‘representation’ of a subjective UV reaction?

is there a differentiation between linear and nonlinear regions? Humanness vs. likability

does this map onto perception and decision making?
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Methods

•Final sample: n = 21

•Design: 6 runs (they call it sessions) with random order for task-rating (72 trials) and task-choice 
(108 trials)

•Tasks:

rating task choice task



Methods

•Cover story choice task: 

-participants told that all agents chose one item (“movie theater voucher, a package of dishwasher 
tabs, a bottle of sparkling wine, and a package of quality toilet bowl deodorizer blocks”) that will be 
gifted to the participants at the end of the study

-participants’ task was to decide between a person or a robot “from whom you prefer to receive the 
previously chosen present”

Human no physical vs. other agents
Android vs. other agents

“nobody explicitly stated that they did not 
believe the cover story"



Methods

•Stimuli:

MechR: mechanoid robots; 
HumR: humanoid robots; 
AndR: android robots; 
ArtificH: artificial humans; 
HumPhys: humans with physical impairments; 
HumNPhys: humans without physical impairments

Mechanoid and humanoid robots from Rosenthal-vor der Pütten & Kramer (2014) 



Methods

•Stimuli:

ArtificH: artificial humans; 

Based on Toledano’s 2011 “A new kind beauty”. Recreated using Toledano’s pictures as reference 
(dramatic lighting, and reduced colouring). 

“[…] resulting in full body images of humans who share some irritating features: reduced coloring
which resulted in lightgray complexion, mismatches in the proportion of head and body, exaggerated 
facial features (due to plastic surgery). In total, nine synthetic 1 humans (four female, five male) were 
evaluated”

Piloted on likable, unpleasant, familiar, uncanny, intelligent, disgusting, humanlike, and attractive. 

Focused on comparison between these and other agents (not androids) – Pollick, 2010

http://mrtoledano.com/slideshow/a-new-kind-of-beauty


Methods

• fMRI:
7T, with EPI sequence (TR = 2000ms, TE = 22 ms, 1.51 mm slice thickness, 144 coronal slices)
12 min runs, 331 – 343 volumes per run (2022 volumes in total), FWE or SVC <.05, initial p < .005, k 
= 10 

Standard preprocessing, 6 mm smoothing, leave-one-subject-out method for ROI analysis

GLM1: focused on regions related to likability, familiarity, and humanlikeness; main decision variable 
and confidence, and choice > rating.  

GLM2: focused on regions related to choice-task activity considering humanlikeness

GLM3: focused on regions related to agent detection (human > artificial agent)

Show me some nice graphs!



Results - Rating

1. There is a humanlikeness continuum: r = .98, p = .0006, linear regression
2. Difference in likability (eta2 = .70), familiarity (eta2 = .73), and humanlikeness (eta2 = .86)

But does likability increase with a dip for humanlike artificial agents (AndR)? ß Mori’s hypothesis
Can humans also fall in UV? ß Frank Pollick’s hypothesis



Results - Rating

1. Likability: Cubic polynomial fit (R2 = .57), also for individual data (R2 = .36 ± .03)
2. 17 of 21 show deviation from linear fit of likability ratings for artificial humans (familiarity weaker) 



Results - Rating

Activity in VMPFC:
a. associated with trial-by-trial likability ratings (onset regressor modulated trial-specific likability rating – whole brain)

b. (different activity-component) associated with humanlikeness (ROI regression)
c. reflects explicit UV reactions; activity for artificial human deviates from linear fit (p = .008)
d. VMPFC UV depth is associated with behavioural UV depth (r = .57, p = .006)



Results - Rating

rTPJ
a. reflect humanlikeness on a trial-by-trial basis (whole-brain)
b. TPJ activity associated with humanlikeness (ROI regression)
c. Activity in TPJ reflects humanlikeness in a linear fashion
d. Stronger association of TPJ with humanlikeness is correlated with behavioural UV depth 



Results - Rating

DMPFC:
e. More activity in DMPFC for humans vs. nonhumans (MechR, HumanR, AndR and ArtificH - WB)
f. ROI regression: human detection best explains DMPFC activity (not humanlikeness)
g. More activity in DMPFC for humans compared to artificial agents
h.  Better fit of DMPFC activity on human detection à stronger behavioural UV effect

humans > nonhumans



Results - Rating

FFG:
i.   Negative relationship between FFG activity and humanlikeness (WB)
j. Activity reflects both humanlikeness and human detection (ROI regression)
k. More activity for mechanical and humanoid robots compared to other categories
l. FFG differential humanlikeness (sensitivity) (?) correlated with behavioural UV dept



Results - Rating

Does a linear-to-nonlinear transformation reflect UV?:
a. TPJ (linear) * FFG (inverse linear, but selective for nonhumans) = VMPFC (BOLD signal)
b. and c. VMPFC UV depths are correlated with TPJ and FFG regression fits
DMPFC?



Results - Decision

b. Participants prefer humans over artificial agents, more variability for artificial agent comparison



Results - Decision

c. Relative likability, familiarity and humanlikeness of agent influences the decision; relative ratings 
classified choices correct on 85.7% of the trials.  

d. Weighted sum of relative rating predicts choices consistently 
e. Highest difference between mechanical robots and humans, however UV effect also visible for 

artificial humans (deviation from linear line for artificial humans)
f. Consistent across participants



Results - Decision

a. VMPFC associated with decision variable of participant (WB)
b. ROI regression: VMPFC activity fits decision variable and confidence during decision
c. Activity also reflects UV effect; UV depth visible for artificial humans
d. VMPFC UV depth for choice task is correlated with choice UV depth



Results - Decision

e. More activity in DMPFC and VMPFC for choices with humans vs. choices without humans
f. DMPFC codes decisions for nonhumans, while VMPFC codes for decisions involving humans
g. TPJ reflects humanlikeness (WB)
h. ROI regression showing fit of ROI activity on humanlikeness
i. TPJ humanlikeness fit is correated with choice UV depth (not shown)
j. FFG: similar to rating, negative humanlikeness association and human-detection (not shown)



Discussion

Three questions:

is there a neural ‘representation’ of a subjective UV reaction? 
Yes, activity in the VMPFC corresponds to a nonlinear shape overlapping with the UV

is there a differentiation between linear and nonlinear regions? Humanness vs. likability
Yes, TPJ: linear humanlikeness, DMPFC: human/nonhuman detection, nonlinear, FFG: selective 
for robots (linear up till human agents), VMPFC: nonlinear

does this map onto perception and decision making?
Yes, UV reactions are generalizable across tasks; data for rating and choice showed UV effects
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Reflection

Why select artificial humans as the critical condition?



Reflection

What is the shape of the UV?
Experiment 1B - Results

1. 3rd degree model; converging with Mori’s UV
2. While emotion à likeability, no effect of emotion of fitRosenthal-von der Pütten et al. (2019) Mathur & Rechling (2016) Mori (1970)



Reflection

The uncanniness of the uncanny valley
What is it?

Affinity (Shinwakari)
Likability 
Threat
Uncanny 
Eeriness

Measurement practices (Flake and Fried, preprint)
External, internal and construct validity

Prediction and relevance for behaviour

The future has agency and experience:
Henschel et al. 2020; Hortensius et al. in prep



Reflection

Emerging evidence on FFG reactivity 

Henschel*, Hortensius* & Cross (2020) TINS



Reflection

Role of TPJ and other regions?

Cullen et al. 2014: Left TPJ volume →
Disposition to anthropomorphise

Chaminade et al. 2007: Left TPJ + 
Precuneus → anthropomorphic bias

Waytz et al. 2010: MPFC →
anthropomorphic judgements

Hortensius & Cross (2019) NYAS



Reflection

Analyses
How robustness are the analyses? How straightforward are their choices?
Discovery sample à Replication sample; more formal confirmatory analyses 
Sample size (but 7T)
Data, code and material missing (paper was published in 2019)



Reflection

link

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0747563219303164


Reflection

But I have to ask…
How relevant is the UV? For long-term embodied interactions? 
Is it temporary? Predictive coding account? Updating priors?
Or as I have argued and as we also state in our recent TINS paper:



Thank you!


